Title word cross-reference

$20M$ [2219]. 3 [1652, 2532, 698]. 6 [495]. 8 [2185]. * [880, 924]. +

[2008, 1095, 687, 1190, 1748, 1258]. 3 [932].

[2004]. th [1931, 2047, 1930, 2046, 2137, 2214]. 2

[755, 735, 1199, 744]. G+ [605]. k

[2578, 2579, 1495]. n [1110]. ~1 [384]. O2


* [598]. *-tree [598].

-dimenional [1110]. -Nearest [1495].

-Shape [2578, 2579]. -tree [1570, 1190].

trees [2008, 1095, 1748, 256, 687, 1258].

-valued [698].

.KBMS [924].

/ [1702, 1701]. /GraphLog [605]. /information [160].

0 [2123]. 0-8020-8860-0 [2123]. '00

[1764, 1791]. 007 [848]. 03 [2049].

1 [37, 2088]. 1-55860-570-3 [2088]. 1.0

[2192]. 10th [2203, 2354, 2458], 13th


1998 [1546]. 1999 [2044, 1617]. 1st [2153].

2 [60]. 2-variable [1631]. 2.0 [2288]. 2000

[1861]. 2001 [1945], 2002

[2027, 1977, 2043, 2045], 2003 [2067, 2108].

2005 [2190, 2213], 2006 [2263], 2007 [2288].

2008 [2363, 2341, 2286], 2009

[2364, 2362, 2371], 2010 [2379, 2394, 2387].

2011 [2411, 2447, 2449, 2436]. 2012

[2493, 2458, 2460, 2445], 2014 [2530]. 21st


Canada [2621]. Candidate [1708]. Candidates [2130]. canonical [715].

Capabilities [1654, 740]. Capability [1311, 1557]. CapBasED [1311].

CapBasED-AMS [1311]. capture [560, 494]. carbohydrate [2075].


Changes [2529, 2580, 2195, 2220, 2245, 1538].

Changing [1487, 1065, 1044]. character [104]. characteristics [794].

Characterization [1072, 461, 235, 563]. characterizations [1849, 2149].

characterizing [2388]. charging [1710].

Chase [1731, 266]. chasing [2294].

Chaudhuri [1417, 2335]. cheap [423].

checking [510, 1953, 294, 1288].

Chicago [2228, 1965]. children [2408].

CHIMERA [1171]. Chin [2614]. choose [2085].

choosing [2230]. chopping [795].

Christopher [2397]. Christos [2193].

Chunks [1504]. CICS [1246]. CIM [1168].

circuit [322, 1908]. Citation [2186, 2187].

citation-based [2187]. Citations [2588].

Cite [2588]. CITRI [829]. City [1983].

CiVeDi [2096]. Claremont [2315]. Class [939, 1678, 487, 714, 1252, 1115, 1268].

class-division [1115].

Class [2611, 1094, 156, 718, 719, 1804, 89].

CLASSIC [507].

Classification [1683, 1484, 474, 1898, 109]. classify [1802].

classifying [1804]. classroom [501].
Derivability [2343]. derivation [439].
Derived [1382]. Describing [1905, 1879].
Description [13, 38, 869, 7, 180, 8].
descriptive [2, 3]. Descriptions [1722].
Design [1590, 1611, 1512, 1030, 862, 1192,
1046, 1686, 946, 1269, 1088, 2019, 407, 187,
253, 1177, 2522, 153, 454, 154, 2419, 293,
1134, 322, 2061, 2271, 273, 667, 798, 920, 363,
288, 287, 545, 397, 701, 468, 2093, 673, 358,
552, 1867, 1194, 2046, 491, 455, 543, 1934,
50, 384, 185, 413, 894, 424, 2360, 242, 2207,
417, 908, 355, 557, 1911, 230, 304, 2069].
designers [324, 404]. Designing
[245, 263, 1746, 1874, 157, 51]. designs [574].
desirable [75]. Desktop [1437]. detail
[2221]. Detection
[1898, 1372, 2551, 2516, 1067, 1799, 1897,
1895, 1137, 1292, 364, 423, 2040, 1279].
detectors [1896]. determine [2035].
Determining [724]. determinism [762].
deterministic [377, 663]. developed [2502].
Developing [1544, 2210, 2077, 2409].
Development [1325, 913, 80, 459, 2349, 208,
928, 731, 1967, 2223, 2408]. Developmental
[2253]. Developments
[2029, 2143, 2487, 729]. deviation [2040].
DEVise [1420, 1395]. DeWitt [1940].
Diagram [1056]. DIAM [87]. Dick [18].
dictionaries [169]. Dictionary [1090]. did
diffusion [2470]. Digital
[1542, 1213, 1697, 1078, 2341, 2371, 2544,
1604, 1746, 2311, 1787, 1137, 2428, 1788,
2378, 1888, 299, 932, 1201]. DILS’05 [2215].
Diluting [1688]. dimension [1689, 263].
Dimensional [1714, 1490, 1400, 1475, 1399,
1742, 1401, 2063, 1505, 1799, 1784, 2027,
1529, 1828, 1813, 1110, 1249, 1281, 1747, 658,
1829, 1785, 433, 1934]. Dimensionality
[1494, 1496, 1671, 1809]. DIPS [550]. Direct
[1672, 284, 2110, 608, 123, 750]. Directions
[2593, 2626, 1698, 95, 2082, 496, 361, 558,
630, 662, 64, 2091, 77, 628, 115, 627].
Directories [1629]. Directory [910].
DIRECTV [1142]. Disambiguation
[1000, 2439]. disc [530, 406]. Disco [1428].
Discovering [1591, 2471, 1971, 1879].
Discovery [1657, 1656, 999, 2509, 1057, 998,
1432, 1170, 2329, 1773, 1900, 1185].
discrepancies [647]. discs [530, 122].
discussion [317, 1908]. disjunction [519].
Disjunctions [1019]. Disjunctive
[1018, 816]. Disk
[1501, 955, 285, 879, 877, 688, 579, 685].
Disks [1120, 1575, 470, 442]. disparate
[1839]. display [365, 733]. Displays
[970, 1344, 1343]. disruptive [2005].
Dissemination [1851, 2024, 2201].
Dissertation
[2319, 2397, 2562, 2243, 2268, 2445].
Distance [1400, 1502, 1737, 1784, 2489].
Distance-Based [1400, 1784].
Distinguished [2205, 2243]. distorted
[878]. Distributed
[1464, 764, 2281, 836, 379, 1013, 1411, 1728,
838, 2040, 1628, 2546, 1681, 943, 1726, 220,
2214, 1614, 557, 1010, 475, 580, 1067, 1261,
1260, 440, 1236, 2461, 317, 332, 513, 249, 273,
907, 504, 364, 203, 630, 2387, 127, 852, 2167,
2373, 881, 652, 418, 880, 135, 1842, 371, 313,
646, 928, 682, 480, 479, 576, 219, 1836, 422,
906, 1348, 2080, 315, 493, 126, 689, 806, 901,
221, 250, 712, 230, 1428]. Distributing
[1012, 1011, 229]. Distribution
[785, 2570, 308, 769, 449, 502, 1412, 763].
Distributor [1031]. diversification [2377].
diversity [2255]. Divesh [2415]. division
[1115]. DLFM [1756]. DM [2157]. DMBS
[468]. DMDCON [2201]. DMDW’03
[2046]. DMDW’99 [1686]. DMSN [2278].
DNA [2076, 1871]. DNA-miner [1871]. Do
[2588, 2474, 1155, 2231, 768, 1940, 2409].
Doan [2319]. Doctoral [2520]. Document
[1722, 2517, 1707, 1014, 1432, 1543, 1679,
751, 1887, 285, 415, 1185]. Documents
[1506, 1080, 1016, 1656, 1722, 1085, 2590,
1858, 1079, 1303, 2147, 1137, 2059, 2088,
1302, 1883, 2282, 1812]. does [2474, 2335].
doesn’t [1946]. doing [1089]. DOLAP [1946]. DOLAP’05 [2239]. DOLAP’07 [2291].
DSS [1155]. DTL [1566]. Dublin [1983].
Dynamics [2107, 220, 1978].

EDBT’02 [1981]. EDBT’04 [2092]. Eddies [1730, 2057]. Edgar [2028]. Edge [2618].

Enabling [1841, 1586]. Enactment [2459, 2495]. Encapsulation [577, 91].
Encina [906]. Encoding [1635, 2150].
Encrypted [2589, 2282]. encryption [2360].
encyclopedia [2440]. End [136, 569, 67, 1908, 279, 208, 706, 278].
end-to-end [1908]. End-User [569, 208].
EnDM [2466, 2494, 2553]. endogamy [2469]. Energy [990, 2037, 2466, 2494, 2553, 2369, 2501, 2497, 2407, 2522].
energy-efficient [2497, 2407]. enforce [363]. enforcement [280]. Enforcing [1410].
Engine [2605, 1027, 1846, 2387]. engineer [971]. Engineering
Engines

England [15]. Enhanced [1508, 1570, 1434, 2065, 2385].


Entity-Relationship [2062, 1441, 542]. entries [428]. Enumerating [1750].


Estimating [231, 1274, 1003, 2257, 2280, 433].


EUG’91 [743]. Europe [2244, 2252, 2284].

European [1931, 2371, 2383]. evaluate [246, 2409]. Evaluating [1285, 2059, 502].


Event-Based [1435]. event-driven [1311]. event/trigger [363]. every [1149].


Expensive [1018, 874, 1286]. Experience [2261, 2126, 792, 735, 241]. Experiences [876, 1465, 1845, 382, 953, 211, 2478, 2110, 1517, 2373, 135, 1907]. Experiencing [1608].


Exploration [2541, 1395, 1338, 1566, 1420, 1250].

Exploratory [2540, 2510, 2561, 1483, 2502].


extender [690]. extendible [552, 253].

Extending [842, 510, 806, 2604, 585, 412, 560, 572, 2207, 674]. Extensible [1515].

Extensible [340, 624, 537, 1704, 1562, 760, 1726, 1729, 1473, 1038, 128, 2078, 1058].

Extensible/rule [760]. extension
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Publications

[691, 2408]. Production
[551, 550, 762, 483, 545, 484, 548, 592, 813]. products
[1070, 1413, 1152, 902, 1300, 1251, 2100].
professor [2243, 2230, 2268, 2144]. Profile
[2370]. Profiles [1452, 1912, 2205]. profiling
[2490]. Program
[38, 8, 41, 311, 69, 2386, 1185, 2409, 20]. programmer [54]. Programming
programming/object [362]. programs
[342, 339, 1352, 184, 573, 650, 475]. Progress
Projected [1623, 1714, 2456]. projection
[1196]. projections [266]. projects
[2285, 2441]. Prolog
[498, 312, 427, 319, 279]. Prolog-INGRES
[427]. proof [2205]. Propagation
[1626, 1571, 671]. properties [75, 738, 2175]. proposal
[1362, 1387, 967, 2320, 1363, 32]. proposals
[135]. proposed [1276, 2321]. Prospector
[1308, 1307]. protect [2197].
Protein [1567]. Proteus [365]. protocol
[799, 780, 2037, 652]. Protocols
[1626, 771, 583, 444, 2059, 826, 1104, 786, 1232, 250].
Prototype
[1422, 1057, 1430, 1059, 1431, 1613, 1563, 1865, 923, 929, 1862, 356, 1178, 1871, 1182, 925]. Prototypes
[1704].
Prototyping
[1048, 456]. proud [1940].
Provenance
[2228, 2292, 2443, 2164, 2356]. prover
[464]. Providing
[1555, 1554, 1033, 1268, 787, 1198].
 Provision [1766]. Proxy
[1827]. Proxy-server
[1827]. Pruning
[1483]. PSA
[1539]. PTool
[1186, 1051]. Public
[2505, 2131]. publication
[2211, 2221]. Publications
[2512, 2402, 2186]. publish
[1538, 1806]. publish/subscribe
[1538, 1806]. publishable
[2319]. published
[2067]. Publishing
[1564, 66, 2267]. Pull
[1385]. Purdue
[2151]. Purple
[2326]. purpose
[71, 2413, 2249, 291]. Push
[1385, 1536]. Pushing
[2524]. putting
[424]. puzzles
[2401]. PVLDB
[2586]. Pyramid
[1494]. Pyramid-Technique
[1494].
Qatar
[2454]. QBI
[1175]. QBIC
[1173]. QDB
[2458]. QDB10
[2426]. QUAD
[305]. QUAD-trees
[305]. Qualitative
[2123, 783]. Quality
[1787, 2430, 2548, 2068, 2426, 2213, 2035, 1988, 1803, 2458, 2054, 2469, 1926, 2409].
Quality-aware
[2430]. quantification
[695, 2209]. quantified
[246]. quantifier
[519]. quantile
[1801]. Quantiles
[1518]. quantitative
[1776, 1248]. Quark
[1542]. quarks
[2138]. QUASAR
[2054]. Quasi
[1439]. Quasi-Cubes
[1439]. queens
[827]. Queensland
[948, 830, 2484]. QUEL
[271]. Queries
Query
ROLE-BASED [957], ROLES [674], ROLL [1719].
ROMANIA [937], RON [2619], ROSE [397].
ROSS [2027], ROUND [2571], ROUTINES [1693].
RUBINSON [2316], RUFUS [934], RULE
[1382, 546, 1284, 1487, 1013, 342, 1460, 593,
761, 347, 1630, 549, 1755, 1511, 1482, 580,
857, 851, 495, 589, 349, 386, 649, 406, 545,
1170, 2198, 1804, 1776, 2169, 813, 1834, 402].
RULE-BASED [1487, 342, 589, 1284, 386].
RULE-PROCESSING [580], RULEBASE
[1322, 1321].
RULES [547, 1392, 1391, 1435, 1487, 970, 1460, 1393,
1753, 1472, 1408, 1407, 1483, 1754, 1484, 594,
850, 868, 762, 1249, 1310, 520, 432, 523, 1118,
1900, 1836, 1248, 2006, 544, 548, 592, 651].
RUN [1522, 2294]. RUNNING [587], RWTH
[2310].
RWTH [1100], RYAN [2445].
S [101, 1197, 2313]. S/V [2313]. S3 [1433].
sabbaticals [2193, 2433], SACMAT'04
[2106], SAFE [1277], SAFETY [447, 1845].
Sagas [393], sailboats [2294], SAILOR [2295],
salesperson [1852, 1853], SAMOS [1178].
SAMPLES [1749], SAMPLING
[1519, 1639, 1510, 1638, 1715, 1750, 1273,
802, 1829, 824, 567, 603, 1834].
SAMPLING-BASED [1510, 824]. SAN [2313].
SANDWICHES [1621], SANGAM [1859], SAP
[1380, 2425, 1527], SATellite [1083].
satisfying [276], saving [129], SAVINGS
[2542], SAYING [1388], SBA [70], SBBD
[2137, 1609]. SCALABILITY [1042, 2525, 2219].
SCALEABLE
[2605, 2396, 1740, 1051, 1393, 2459, 1728,
1398, 1535, 1010, 1869, 1133, 1824, 2495].
SCALAR [1514, 1270]. SCALE [2572, 1548, 2355,
1602, 2331, 2039, 2111, 1692]. SCALEABILITY
[2308], SCALELESS [657], SCALING
[2609, 2608, 860]. SCAN [2532]. SCANS
[1003, 2420]. SCHEDULING
[421, 2168, 1281, 1266, 867, 1231, 914].
SCHEMA
[1083, 939, 1507, 828, 835, 2359, 399, 2114,
2009, 2400, 2110, 2231, 2111, 1860, 1772,
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